THE MOSQUITO MAN – How a Victorian doctor
solved the mystery of a killer disease (KS3/KS4)
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It was a dull, hot morning on the day that Ronald
Ross made his discovery. As a doctor working in
India, he was deeply disturbed at the large
numbers of people who died of malaria. How did
the disease spread? Were mosquitoes carrying it?
If that was the right answer, it could be stopped.
But he had no proof. Ross had collected and
examined hundreds of mosquitoes that had
bitten malaria patients, but could never find a
trace of the disease inside them. Today would
probably be just like the others – except there
were some different mosquitoes to look at:
large, with spotted wings and fine tapered
bodies. He worked all morning with his
microscope, dissecting them, hunting for clues to the
disease. Lunchtime was approaching. Ross was tired
and hungry.
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weren’t circles. They were crescent shaped!
Were they? Could they be – malaria germs?
Yes! Ross laughed out loud. He’d found them!
There were a few more of these mosquitoes waiting
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and on the day after that more again. The malaria
germs were breeding inside the mosquitoes!
This was it! This was how malaria spread, in this
one type of mosquito! If you could get rid of the
mosquitoes, you could get rid of malaria! Just
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This day, designing God
Has put into my hand
A wondrous thing. And God
Be praised. At his command
I have found your secret deeds
Oh million-murdering Death!
I know that this little thing
A million men will save –
Oh death where is your sting?
Your victory oh grave?
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